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Questions Greek
Motives, Methods

"W e Hold Veto
Power Over
Human Race"
By Linda Clarke
“ The world now has everybody
lose outcomes and everybody win
outcomes.*'
Dr. Jerome Frank, professor
of psychiatry at Johns Hopkin
University, expressed a “ congen
ital optimism” about nuclearpowered future of the world at a
No Time for Politics II meeting
Tuesday in the Strafford Room
of the Memorial Union.
But he warned that nuclear
w e a p o n s could permanently
change and make hostile man’ s
environment.
“ In a massive nuclear ex
change,” he said, “ the balance of
nature will be shifted against
us.”
Dr. Frank said that the Repub
lican Party was “ based on a p ic
ture pf the world as it used to
be.” He feared that their poli
cies would “ heighten mutual dis
trust and fear.”
Communism vs Capitalism
“ The Republican Party envis
ages the world as a struggle be
tween two monolithic giants,
communism and capitalism,” he
said. Dr. Frank opposed this point
of view, pointing out that the Asian
and A f r i c a n countries were
rapidly assuming larger and
more significant roles in inter
national politics.
He told his audience that it
must “ accept the fact that there
will be nuclear accidents,” and
suggested steps that would move
toward a world without war:
1) to recognize a pluralistic
world, not a bipolar world (in
cluding the recognition of the
“ third world” of underdeveloped
nations that rely on the industrial
powers.)
2) to realize that Communist
ideology has many points in com 
mon with the ideology of the west
(both regard survival as supreme
value; both have faith in the human
intellect and agree that man
should manipulate his own en
vironment; both think that there is
enough raw materials in the world
to serve everybody.)
3) to take advantage of the
communication possibilities that
have shrunk the world.
(Continued on page 12)
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Mayoralty An Issue -

Senate Shocked; Speeches Draw Campus

Dr. Jeromie Prank

p s l|tr E

Jane O’Connor
The Student Senate expressed
its concern about complete lack
of responsibility during recent
c a m p u s activities, including
Mayoralty and the panty raids.
Senators questioned the pur
poses and practices of the fra
ternal system in regard to the
quality of the Mayoralty cam
paign in a bill introduced by
Senator King. The bill recom 
mended that the Inter-Fraternity
Council and Pan-Hellenic Coun
cil examine the relative purposes
of Mayoralty and the present
practices in accomplishing these
goals. The organizations were
urged to view their activities as
a reflection of the University. The
bill passed.
The recent raids of women’ s
dormitories were again a subject
of major concern. After Senator
Spaulding’ s presentation of a
committee report on the situa
tion, the Senate attempted to
attack the problem by recom 
mending various protections and
punishments for those involved.
A bill introduced by Senator
Leighton and later passed asks
the Trustees to investigate the
possibilities of a control system

for the raids, such as a larger
police force or radio equipment;
the committee was re - com 
missioned to seek further solu
tions, particularly those which
would either stop the raids or
thwart their destructiveness.
(Continued on page 9)

Torchlight
Parade Set
For Tomorrow

The UNH Students for Johnson
will hold a “ Get Out the Vote”
Torchlight Parade in Dover and
Portsmouth Friday night.
The parade, a motorcade with
sound truck, flares, motorcycles
and band, will climax three weeks
of registration drives and a tele
phone campaign.
Faculty members and the Dem
ocratic committees of Dover and
Portsmouth ate participating in
the effort. All students who wish
to join the parade should meet
in the T-Hall parking lot at 6 pm.
They are asked to bring cars.
Students for Johnson on campus
is headed by Student Senate pres
ident Larry Golden, Memorial
Union Organization president Jeff
Stamps and chairman of the Na
tional RONDO Association, David
Tarbox.
No Time For Politics n will
present Mr. Fred Moore speak
ing on “ Why End the Draft.” He
will speak at the Memorial Union
in the Carroll-Belknap Room on
Thursday, November 5, at 8:00
p.m. A discussion will follow.

Fire; Voting Friday

"Conduct In Poor Taste”
Housemothers and townsfolks
gasped, students cheered, booed
or walked away in disgust, and
administrators shuddered after
hearing, or hearing about, Mon
day night’ s Mayoralty speeches.
The dialogues on the lawn of
Kappa Sigma between the candi
dates and some members of the
listeners caused the following r e 
percussions.
Dean’s Ofifice
“ The character of the reports
on the conduct of some of the
participants in the Mayoralty
parade and the campaigning Mon
day evening...on the poor taste
evident in the speeches and pos
ters of some of the candidates...
on the chants of some of the fo l
lowers is a real concern to the
Office of Dean of Students,” Dean
Keesey told fraternity and s o r
ority presidents during a meeting
Tuesday afternoon in the Union.
“ The Office of the Dean of
Students has a decision to make
whether to call off Mayoralty
immediately or to permit it to
continue. It is because such a
decision must be made that I
have asked you to assemble to
advise us on this decision,” Kee
sey said.
“ It appears, “ Keesey con
tinued, “ that the reputation and
consequently the appeal for mem
bership in both fraternities and
sororities has been hurt by some
evidently poor taste, poor judg
ment and poor conduct on the part
of both some fraternity and so r
ority members.”
Most of the members agreed
that they wished to continue May
oralty, see that it was properly
handled and controlled and be
given another chance to present
their fraternities and sororities
in a more favorable light.
Senate Discusses
Student Senate had issued a
motion during their Monday night
meeting asking participants of
Mayoralty to “ examine the rela
tive purposes and present prac
tices in accomplishing the goals
of Mayoralty.” They also urged
that they “ view their activities

as a reflection of the character
of the University.”
One Senator presented as evi
dence signs taken down from var
ious locations on campus pro
claiming the “ assets” of the var
ious candidates. Among them
were the slogans: “ Be Loose!
Better to Hang than Vote for
Jockeys.” “ Life is Brief without
Boxer Shorts.” “ Screw the School
wi t h Peter the T o o l . ” The
speeches contained the same line
of thinking “ only much worse,”
said one male senior.
After the meeting with the Dean
several of the fraternities and
sororities revamped campaign
speeches and took down any re
maining signs that other students
had not already ripped off, and
went about preparing for Friday
night’ s session of skits and the
voting that follows. Action to
clean up the campaign had already
been started by some individual
houses Monday night.
Keesey pointed out the lack of
organization used to control both
the crowds and the speakers Mon
day night, and the double danger
to the fraternities and sororities
if they could not keep Friday
night’ s program under control.
Dean Keesey also included in
his statement that “ where viola
tions of the general conduct policy
of the University are established,
disciplinary action will be taken.”
Dean Stevens, also at the meet
ing, later said that the only in
dividual case he had dealt with
so far was that of Ed Cummings,
a TKE participant who was tem
porarily suspended for “ Violation
of the general conduct policy,
bringing discredit upon himself,
his fraternity and UNH.” His case
will be brought before Men’ s Ju
diciary Board later this week.
Interfraternity C o u n c i l , in
charge of Mayoralty had drawn
up rules to be followed during
the campaign before
it had
started.
One of them reads, “ Cam
paign speeches will be kept on a
high moral level.”

Johnson, King,W ym an, Cleveland
UNH MOCK ELECTION VOTING RESULTS
Candidates
Votes Received
Margin
Presidential
Faculty Students Total
71%
998
Johnson-Humphrey
72
926
29%
405
(xoldwater-Miller
18
387
New Hampshire Governor
John King (D )
55
John Pillsbury (R )
29
1st Congressional District

728
487

783
516

60%
40%

J. Oliva Hhot (D )
Louis Wyman (R )

65
17

530
607

585
624

49%
51%

2nd Congressional District
Charles Officer (D )
41
James Cleveland (R )
31

321
672

362
703

66%

TOTAL BALLOTS CAST

1440

34%

For Top Dog
Of Mayoralty
By William Dykstra
Amidst s t a t e , national and
mock elections, the students of
UNH will choose their own poli
tical leader tomorrow night from
among the five candidates bidding
for the title.
Sex, drinking and studying,
causes for many an undergrad
uate rebellion, seem to be the real
issues for this election.
Candidates Listed
Aspirants for the office of
Mayor of Durham of 1964 are:
“ Count Dracula” (Bill Shaheen),
exhumed by Sigma Beta, Lambda
Chi Alpha and Alpha Chi Omega,
“ Peter the Tool” (Dwight P erodeau), put up by Acacia,PiKappa
Alpha and Phi Mu Delta, “ Kachus Klay” (Jim Kach) championed
by Phi Kappa Theta, Alpha Tau
Omega, and Chi Omega, “ Major
Bedrock” (Ralph Swartz) backed
by Tau Kappa Epsilon, Phi Mu
Delta, and Delta Zeta, and “ Bac
chus” (Samuel Smith) sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Theta
Chi, and Alpha Zi Delta.
Monday night, large audiences
gathered on the lawn of Kappa
Sigma to hear each candidate
make his opening address. The
appearance here was preceded by
a long parade which began on Mill
Road, passed along College Road
and down Main Street.
“ Bacchus,” Greek god of wine
and mirth, arrived with trumpets,
horse-drawn chariots and danc
ing slave girls. “ Bacchus” him(Continued on page 12)

MUB Open
Until 2 A.M.
November 3

The Memorial Union will be the
center of election night coverage
in Durham November 3.
The MUB will remain open until
2 a.m. Tuesday night to allow
students who do not have tele
visions in their residence halls
to watch the coverage. In addition
to the television in the main
lounge, another will be placed
on the balcony overlooking the
cafeteria.
Two a.m. permissions h a v e
been granted to women students
who want to come and watch the
election, said Dean of Women,
Elizabeth McQuade.
The Memorial Union Student
Organization will s e r v e free
coffee and doughnuts.
Curt Bean, station manager at
WUNH announced that the campus
radio station will carry up-toth e minute election results.
WUNH’ s own news service plus
United P ress International and
perhaps the Ivy League Network
will be sending results to the
station all evening.
WUNH is at 90.3 on the radio
dial.
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The Presidency

Dean Of

Letters O f Comment
Students Memorandum Golden Letter

EDITOR'S NOTE: The follow
ing memorandum was given to
the presidents o f the fraterni
ties, sororities, I.F.C. and Panhellenic by Dean Robert Keesey,
Dean o f Students, at a meeting
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.

to promote and had taken steps
to guide participating houses along positive and controlled lines.
The rules drawn up by IFC and
publicized in writing are intel
ligent and exhibit a good deal of
mature and responsible thought.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The letter
below was sent from Larry
Golden, President of Student
Senate, to John Andrew, Pres
ident o f I.F.C. as a result o f a
motion passed at the Senate
meeting Monday night.

Basic Criteria
For Mayoralty
1. No infringing on another’ s
time;
2. No destroying or defacing
another candidate’ s displays;
3. Obey all rules as pre
viously printed;
4. Let’ s make all campaigning
positive;
5. Posters to go up anytime
after Thursday night the 22nd.
The committee will decide penal
ties for any infractions.
How irreparable is the damage
to the reputation of fraternities
and sororities on the campus as
a result of the reported obser
vations of misconduct cannot be
judged immediately. It is ce r
tainly incumbent on the IFC
Mayoralty Committee under its
own rules to determine what
violations have occurred and to
“ decide penalties for any infract
ions.” In addition where individ
uals or groups of individuals are
found in violation of the general
conduct policy of the University,
disciplinary action will be taken,
as I have previously stated.
The Office of the Dean of
Students has a decision to make
whether to call off Mayoralty
immediately or to permit it to
continue. It is because such a
decision must be made that I
have asked you to assemble to
advise us on this decision.

As you already know, there
has been a great deal of un
favorable reaction to this year’ s
Mayoralty event on the Univer
sity Campus. At the Student
Senate Meeting on October 26,
1964. The following motion was
proposed and passed:
“ That the Student Senate
request I.F.C. to sit in ses
sion to consider the tone of
Mayoralty and take appro
priate action to see to it that
the Fraternities and Soror
ities realize their stated
goals of promoting the dig
nity of the fraternal sys
tem.”
Some of the reasoning behind
the motion involved the absolute
“ grossness” of the campaigns
by individual houses, the fear
It appears that the reputation
of bad publicity not only against
and consequently the appeal of
the fraternities, but also against
membership in both fraternities
the University as a whole, and
and sorobities have been hurt by
the irresponsibility of some of
some ^evidently poor taste, poor
the people participating in the
judgment, and poor conduct on
parade (especially the boy who
the part of both some fraternity
got hurt while being slightly
members and some sorority
intoxicated). Another r e a s o n
members. The Office of the Dean
mentioned to me outside of- the
of Students is looking into the
meeting, by more than one per
reports received very carefully
son, was the poor timing of
and where violations of the gene
this event - the week before an
ral conduct policy of the Uni
important national election - in
versity are established, disci
the sense that this effort should
plinary action will be taken.
be channeled toward much more
The Interfraternity Council had
useful and constructive projects,
previously considered the kind
such as support of candidates
of mayoralty campaign it wished
in the upcoming election.
As president of I.F.C., you
should take it upon yourself to
have an immediate re-evaluation
■of this Mayoralty program. I am
Mayoralty began last Monday with over 300 fraternity and sure that such a re-evaluation
sorority members dressed in anything from burlap bags to mumi- would be of great benefit not
only to the fraternities on this
fied sheets to white tie and tails ready for a parade.
campus but to the student body
There was singing, laughing, yelling, drums banging and and the University as a whole.
bugles blowing. Every one was there to break away from the
normal drugery o f the academic routine. The fraternities and sor
orities wanted to make known their voice and build some student
unity on the campus.
The character of reports on
the conduct of some of the par
ticipants in the Mayoralty Parade
and campaigning of Monday even
ing, October 26, and on the poor
taste evident in the speeches and
posters of some of the Mayora
lty candidates and the chants
of some of the followers is of
real concern to the Office of the
Dean of Students. That students
and faculty in the campus com 
munity share in this concern is
already evident in the discussion
in the Student Senate meeting on
October 26, in the Interfraternity
Council meeting of October 26,
and in individual representations
made to me and Dean Richard
Stevens today.

The Presidential Campaign is almost over.
Nothing has
been gained by the candidates, their parties, or the United
States but degradation and disorder,
Presidenit Johnson's
integrity has been marred. Senator Goldwater has been politically
destroyed. The Democratic party has become what Stewart
Alsop terms a “ big mushy coalition.” The Republican party
has become a divided force.
Goldwater began the campaign with definite aspects. To
his advantage were the “ white backlash,” a sense of national
frustration and a basic move toward conservatism in the United
States.
However, he not only failed to develop his support, but
continually endangered that which he had. He held no consistent
stand. Arthur H. Highswander became Chairman of the New
Hampshire Citizens fo r Johnson and Humphrey although a
“ life-long Republican.” In accepting the chairmanship he wrote,
“ I am frightened at the statements which Senator Goldwater
makes on almost all issues— off the cuff remarks made on
Monday, explained on Tuesday and retracted on Wednesday.”
The Senator has continually made statements which have
turned away followers who might have been included in his
camp. His observation, “ Extremism in the defense o f liberty
is no vice, and . . . moderation in the pursuit o f justice is no
virtue,” was a carefully calculated phrase that implied an accep
tance within the party of a dangerous element o f John Birchers
Mayoralty had no exagerated goal o f increasing political
and Joe McCarthyites. Goldwater has not condemned the John
interests or educating the campus. It began as a way o f having a
Birch Society and still defends McCarthy.
good time and getting student unity through a common interest.
On August 10, Senator Goldwater alleged that nuclear-wea
However there were two underlying elements that eventually
pon power was being drastically diminished in this Administra
tion. He said, “ Under our present defense leadership, with its destroyed the original aims.
utter disregard for new weapons, our deliverable nuclear capacity
First was the implicated and directly stated filth o f the
may be cut down by 90 per cent in the next decade.”
The campaign signs posted throughout the campus. Second was that
Department o f Defense labeled the statement as. “ not only with many people in the parade were drunk.
out foundation, but contrary to the facts.”
By the end o f the parade and speeches, onlookers were both
Goldwater has scared the public with such phrases as “ that
discusted and annoyed with the profane language and gross
nuclear thing” and “ defoliating trees.”
Besides not building a base to stand on, Goldwater has actions shown by several o f the candidates and their followers.
lowered any previous standard of debate to sordid implications Also Ed Cummings, drunk, bleeding and uncontrollable had to be
and statements against the Johnson Administration and the strapped to a stretcher and taken to Hood House. He had a
broken bottle cut on his right wrist and was covering himself
United States.
President Johnson is not a perfect candidate. Doubts have and others with blood.
risen from his financial holdings, the Bobby Baker issue and the
These two aspects o f Monday night turned students against
Walter Jenkins business.
Mayoralty as a display o f grossness and a destructive element.
He has however maintained himself on an even keel through
The reaction was not from a few professors or administra
out the campaign. He has been able to keep bis temper in the
many salies from the Republicans, and has continually increased tors, but from the entire campus. Monday night Student Senate
discussed and passed a motion criticizing the day’s Mayoralty
his followers.
Johnson has made no great statements o f policy, however he parade. Tuesday morning members o f I.F.C., Student Senate,
has made none to break down the positive impressions formed other students and members o f the faculty and staff went to Dean
during his eight months in office. He has won the public in his Keesey as individuals to criticize Monday’s performance.
folksy approach as was shown when he was in Manchester on
Mayoralty was in definite danger o f being stopped. Ed Cum
September 28th. His arms were always open and love was written mings was temporarily suspended for violation o f student conduct.
across his face.
The outcome o f Tuesday’s meeting was that Mayoralty be con
Unfortunately, the campaign has been one against Goldwater tinued, but it be better organized and less offensive.
and not for Johnson. However it must be against Goldwater if
When a parade or rally originates from a group o f students
the country is to maintain its stability both domestically and
and is not looked at as part o f the normal routine, it does increase
internationally.
Whatever the outcome o f the election next Tuesday the student unity and through this raise the school spirit. When
damage to the parties is unrepairable. The Republicans are part o f the campus is discusted by the performance, it does the
fractured into many different elements through disagreement and opposite.
the Democratic party is a bundle o f diversified interest drawn
Unfortunately the lasting effect of this year’s Mayoralty
together to defeat Goldwater.
was spoiled by the first day.

Mayoralty

Mystery

Many of us on the campus have
been thoroughly mystified by the
strange c i r c u m s t a n c e s sur
rounding the cancellation of a
scheduled speaking engagement
by a prominent Republican who
had promised to produce a real
live member of the John Birch
Society, a breed notoriously re
luctant to stand up and be counted
in this university community.
The mystery was further con
founded for me when I learned
that a misguided individual on
campus had said that I was one
of those who urged the gentle
men not to appear in Durham.
There hardly seems to be any
danger that anyone who knows
me on this campus would s e r
iously consider that I had really
had a part in this nefarious
business.
The charge against me can not
be substantiated since it has no
basis in fact. But what of those
who did take it upon themselves
to persuade these gentlemen not
to come to UNH? Would they
be willing to come forward and
explain their actions in the pages
of the NEW HAMPSHIRE or,
if the pages of the UNION
LEADER are more congenial to
them, there?
Joseph B. Axenroth

YD's and YR's Speak
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University Calendar
FRID AY, OCTOBER 38

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Model Railroad Club Dance
Durham Reelers
Strafford Rm. MUB 7;30
N. H. Hall
6:30 p.m.
Featuring: “ The New World
MVAB
o f Sound”
Rockingham Room MUB 7:30
Stag: 404
Drag:
Complete national, regional,
Mayoralty Program
state and local election cov
N.H. Hall
7:30 p.m.erage over WUNH-FM, 90.3
Single Admission: 50c
mcs.
University Theater Johnson
Theater PCAC
8p.m.
“ Charley’s Aunt” by Brandon W EDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
Slide Rule Class
Thomas.
Kingsbury Hall 103 6 ’ 30 p m
One o f the zaniest o f mod
e m farces. Charley and his
UNH Film Society
aunt have delighted audien
PCAC M213
6:30/9:30 p.m.
ces throughout the world.
Triumph o f W ill - famous
Single Admission: $1.00
film o f the Nuremberg rallies
Tickets on sale at the Box
by the Nazis
Office PCAC

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
Civil Service Exam
Kingsbury Hall 136 8:30 a.m.
Varsity Football - Connecticut
1:30 p.m.
Freshman Football Connecticut at Storrs
Varsity Cross Country Yankee Conference Meet at
Amherst

Munro - story o f a disobed
ient four-year old who re
ceives his draft notice.
Single Admission:
$1.00
Varsity Cross Country St. Anselm’s
3 p.m. Lewis
Fields
Freshman Cross Country Bowdoin College 2 p.m. Lewis
Fields
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5
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Young Republicans

Youag Democrats

J . Oliva Huot

Communism

By Paul Kfoury

By Chuck Douglas

This interview was conducted with the Hon
orable Ollie Huot, form er mayor of Laconia,
and presently the Democratic nominee for the
Congressional seat in the first district, Mr.
Huot, a proven administrator, a proven friend
of the working class, a man whose most out
standing quality is his fairness and high regard
for the individual, is deeply disturbed by the
current events in which Mr. Wyman plays an
integral part.

What is the significance of the recent events
in the Communist world and what would Goldwater do about them if elected President?

Kfoury: Mr. Huot, would you please comment
on the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard?
Huot: My opponent is playing a political game
with the jobs of many people in the seacoast
region.
I will work diligently for the shipyard. It is,
however, not known to any member of the
legislative branch which shipyards may be
closed down in the future - this is a decision
of President Johnson and Secretary McNamara.
Wyman has not ever visited the White House,
nor does he know anything of the executive
decision making councils. He is working from
the wrong base.

Freshman Cross County
St. Anselm’s

Christian Science
The irony, the contradictions, and the general
2p.m. Grafton Room MUB 6:30 p.m. political overtones of Mr. Wyman are typified
in the recent award he won. He received “ The
African Student Organization
Men’s Judiciary Board
watchdog of the Economy* award from the Na
Carroll Room MUB
8 p.m.
Rockingham Room MUB
7 p.m. tional Association of Businessmen, who advo
Durham Reelers Square
cate within their program the abolition of all
Dance N. H. Hall
8 p.m.
Freshman Class Convocation- public shipyards! Let the people know of this
University Theater Johnson
Strafford Room MUB
7:30 man and his evil doings!
Theater PCAC
8p.m. Froish, meet your can ^ Kfoury: What are some of the important
dates fo r class office and
Charley’s Aunt by Brandon
national issues facing you as a future Con
hear their views.
Thomas.
gressman?
Single Admission:
$1.00
A RT EXHIBITS
Huot: There are many critical areas con
Opens November 1
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Photographic Essays fronting the American people. Issues such as
Sunday Choral Group
P h o t ojournalism by L. Federal aid to education. Civil Rights, the moon
PCAC M121
8p.m.Franklin Heald and Marina flight program, tax cuts, and fiscal responsi
bility are just some of the significant problems
Estaver.
Sorority Open House
Hewitt Hall Exhibition Cor that responsible government will have to meet.
Meet in the Strafford Room o f
My opponent voted against the $450 million
ridor
the Memorial Union at 12 :30
NASA Program to be located in Boston, He
fo r the guided tour by the Pan
voted against the tax cut bill of 1963 which
Hellic Society. Freshmen and Opens November 4
upperclass members are wel
Mexican Weaving saw New Hampshire getting $35 million back
comed.
Pre-Columbian t r a d i t i o n s from the government. Contrary to my oppon
still survive in Mexico. This ent’ s statement, our country has not gone
show was assembled by Jerry bankrupt! My opponent had the audacity to vote
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Williams to preserve exam for a $1.6 million peanut factory to be located
University Senate
ples o f this art which because in Georgia - he may very well be for peanuts
Senate Merrimack Rooms
o f the fast-changing Mexican but I and my party are for people!
The future, I may add, is for those who
MUB
6:30 p.m.
society will soon be extinct.
N.H.O.C,
Scudder Gallery
Paul Arts plan and work for it. Action, through policy,
Grafton Room MUB 6:30 p.m.
Center will lead us to “ the Great Society.*
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Essentially the Senator feels the thTeat
from Communism has increased now that the
Chinese and Russian leaders seem to be
patching up their differences. He also feels
that the Administration policy of believing that
there* are “ good* and “ bad* Communists has
been a weak one because it has failed to stop
the advance of Communism or the testing
of nuclear weapons in Communist countries.
Khrushchev pulled out the old slogan of
“ peaceful coexistence* and this Administration
went for it, embarking on a policy of being nice
to the “ good* Communists. In the Senator’ s
words:
“ If their economy fails, sell them wheat at
bargain p rices. If they are short of cash, give
them credit. If they object to our armaments
program, cut it back unilaterally. If our pur
suit of national interest in Cuba makes them
nervous, promise never to rock the boat as
long as Communism reigns. In these and other
ways we actively helped Khrushchev over his
difficult times. We helped this man who did not
hesitate to remind us that he intended to bury
us.*
“ Peaceful coexistence,* then does not mean
“ peace* for us at all, but rather a temporary
tactical shift in the over-all Russian-Chinese
strategy for a Communist world. What does
Goldwater propose to do about these new
developments?
AUiaitces, Communism and Resistance
“ First,* he says, “ we must rebuild our
once grand alliances. And we must start with
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization..,! have
already pledged that one of my first acts as
President will be to initiate a call for a North
Atlantic cone lave... the second thingwe must do
is to recognize that Communism is our enem ythe whole of Communism, not just some faction
of it...The third thing to do is to confront
Communism with a firm policy of resistance.
We will keep the peace if - and only if - we
take a firm stand against Communist aggres
sion; if - and only if - we insist on concrete
safeguards every step of the way toward a
lasting peace. But let us never again fall into
the trap of thinking that weakness means pru
dence, or that inaction means caution. These
are the truly irresponsible policies.*
Hou/ co)io I e\iefi A om K m ) m rH </
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Roaer F. Jewell on the Arls

"D o n ’t Look N ow ’ ’
A combination of ancient and
modern tragedy, 1964 political
satire, the creation of life, jackels and arabs, one parachute,
Debussy, Kafka, several motor
cycles and titles such as “ Shtep
on da Gash, Shtupid* and
would make anyone say “ Don’t
look now!”
However, the UNH drama class
and the modern dance group
managed to combine these ob
jects, people and subjects with
their own creativity and talent
to produce a show, “ Don’ t Look
Now.” It included dance, acting,
dramatic reading, pantomines,
pupets, and *?” .
The production showed much
more creativity and vitality than
last year’ s “ Now You See It,”
produced by the same groups.
Dorothy Hershkowitz’ fine tal
ent as a dancer and a choreo
grapher was d i s p l a y e d in
“ Strings” a complex dance ex
pressing the binding entangle
ments of life and in a perfor

mance with Frances Platt under
the cover of a full sized para
chute. The forms and shadows
created were indeed a “ Night
m are.” Miss Hershkowitz also
was most convincing riding on
back of all those motorcycles,
The Latshaw Puppets, the only
imported professional act, did
not seem to fit and were un
necessary as the students proved
to be capable of entertaining
their audience with their own
ideas and talents.
John Donnelly’ s skit relating
the Hampton Beach riot and the
British Laborites was amusing.
Alex Komaridis was a jolly good
“ Tea-tim e” reporter for the
BBC.
The two skits by Franz Kafka
were well done. In both, the
images drawn by George Lat
shaw were effective, not at all
d i s t r a c t i n g from the stories.
Mrs. Jerry Daniels, on all fours,
played the lead jackel.
Don’ t look now? I’ m glad I did.
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’’Charley’s Aunt” Opens Friday,
Davenport Directs Gay Classic
By Marcia Reed
“ Charley’ s Aunt” (from Brazil
where the nuts come from) will
debut at UNH this weekend. Mask
and Dagger’ s first major pro
duction of the 1964-65 season,
the play is scheduled for four
performances on October 30 and
31 and November 6 and 7 at
8 p.m.
Directed by Gilbert B. Daven
port, “ Charley’ s Aunt” is a Gay
Nineties classic which has be
come a world-famous farce. For
the modern audience the play be
com es a satire of Victorian melo
dramatic techniques and methods
of staging, using the overblown
nineteenth c e n t u r y style and
typical characters.
The play concerns two Oxford
undergraduates, played by Ted
Davis and Jon Long, who ask
two young ladies to lunch so
that the ladies may meet Char

ley’ s aunt. Upon discovering that
the aunt’ s arrival from Brazil
will be delayed for a few days,
the boys ask one of their co l
leagues to pretend to be Char
ley’ s aunt. The arrival of the
real aunt adds to the comic con
fusion which is happily resolved
by the end of the play.
The cast of “ Charley’ s Aunt”
is composed of five freshmen and
five upperclassmen. It was picked
from the largest group of stu
dents to try out in the history of
Mask and Dagger. Publicity was
considered better for tryouts this
year, but the number of students

who auditioned for parts seemed
to indicate a notable interest in
dramatics in the freshman class.
“ The freshmen are good,” said
the director, Gilbert B. Daven
port, “ and they are giving the
upperclassmen a run for their
money.”
Other members of the cast
besides Ted Davis as Charley
and Jon Long as Charley’ s fr i
end, Jack Chesney, are; Tom
Alway, Tinka Darling, Bill Dou
glas, and freshmen Tom Wason,
Lee Settles, Marion Watts, Rich
ard Feren, and Christine Keenan.
Tickets for “ Charley’ s Aunt”
are available at the box office.
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Coffee Hours Poorly Attended
By Linda Clarke
What interests a University of
New Hampshire student?
Monday night approximately
700 university students stood on
the lawn of Kappa Sigma and
listened for two hours to mock
campaign speeches of five young
men aspiring to be mock mayors
of Durham. For context these
speeches relied on startling and
not so startling sexual puns and
allusions. Everybody laughed and
seemed to have a good time.
Tuesday afternoon six people
sat in the TV lounge of the
Union and listened to an educa
tion professor explain facilities
and opportunities in his depart
ment for aspiring teachers.
During the meeting, which be
gan at 3:30 and lasted an hour,
nobody laughed but some people
smiled and everybody seemed to
have a good time.
One girl at the meeting was
disappointed, h o w e v e r . Dotty
Hershkowitz, chairman of the
Coffee Hours Committee, had
anticipated at least twenty-five
education majors and other stu
dents to attend the coffee hour.
Last week she had anticipated
twenty-five students for the lan
guage coffee hours and eight
showed up for the German Hour,
thirteen for the Spanish Hour
and about seven for the French

Hour.
The Memorial Union Student
Organization sponsors the coffee
hours.
There is one difficulty so far.
T'he professors are outnumbering
the students at the meetings.
On November 4th at 3:30 there
will be a zoology coffee hour
and on November 5th, a bio
chemistry hour.
About twenty-five students are

the most

A $3 million chemistry building
to be constructed next spring will
be named Parsons Hall in honor
of Dr. Charles L. Parsons, a
UNH chemist for 22 years and
first full-time secretary of the
American Chemical S o c i e t y
(1919-1945).

extensive
collections of
quality
sportswear
in the area!

TH E W ILDCAT

Come in . . .
you’ll be amazed!
featuring*:
• V illager

FOR YOUR COFFEE BREAK

•L ady Manhattan
•Shapely

Open to 11 p.m. Every Nig^ht

•Ship ’n Shore
•W h ite Stag
•Catalina
•G arland

BACK
TO
BACCHUS
BACCHUS

we're told we have

anticipated.
Miss Hershkowitz is a little
apprehensive.

- - THE GREEK AND ROMAN GOD OF
W INE AND R E V E LR Y —

HAS COME TO BRING W INE, WOMEN, AND
SONG TO THE CITIZENS OF DURHAM.
THIS W ILL BE ACCOMPLISHED IN THE
FOLLOWING MANNER.
UNO—The city will undergo great Changes fo r the
better. The name shall be changed to EROS.
DUO—All people who vote fo r BACCHUS as the
Mayor of EROS shall become BROTHERS in
the new order. Female Citizens will have the
same rights as men.
TRES— Those who do not vote fo r BACCHUS shall
become SLAVES in the new order.
QUATOR— The SLAVES will be issued to the citi
zens following the election.
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•Evan-Picone
• J ack W inter
•M r. Thom son
•Franconia
•Stanbury

Mountain romp
in a “Snowdrift” !

"W hite S ta g
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Scallop qu ilte d stre tc h nylon
parka is dauntless even in high
winds and snow! It reverses to
nylon taffeta, in contrasting
shades of winter-bright colors.
Drawstring hood hides snugly
under trim rolled collar. S-M-L.
20.00.
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•Pants Internationale
• W eatherbee
•L odenfrey
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•Im ports from Italy,
Denmark, Norway,
Austria, Belgium,
Hong Kong, and
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“ CHARGE IT !”

Color coordinated Gold Medal
stretch ski pants, 30.00.
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•Park Free with tokens!
•Rear Entrance on Vaughan St. Lot!

QUINTOR—Taxes will be levied to pay fo r CIR
CUSES, GAMES, W INE, ROMANCE, and
FREE FOR ALLS.
SEXTUS— BACCHUS will ABOLISH COMPUL
SORY CLASSES, POLICE, DORMITORY
HOURS, EXAMS, and RULES. These will be
replaced by total R E V E LR Y in the GREEK
UTOPIAN BROTHERHOOD to come.

BACCHUS

151 Congress Street
Tel. 436-0014
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Republicans
Charged With

NOTICE

Totalitarianism
William Stringfellow, attorney
and Episcopal layman, warned
his audience that the Republican
Party has been taken over “ by
forces and persons committed to
a totalitarian point of view in
ethics.”
Speaking before more than
three hundred people in the Straf
ford Room of the Memorial Union
last Thursday night, Stringfellow
advised his audience to register
as Republican because “ that’ s
where the most crucial battle be
tween democracy and totalita
rianism in this society is to be
waged in the near-future.”
He charged that Barry Goldwater considered property more
important than people.
“ As an American you have the
right to take the side of property
rights in preference to human
rights,” he said, “ but if you take
that stand, don’ t you dare profess
to be a Christian!”
He accused those supporters of
Goldwater already in power of
“ openly advocating that suffrage
should be changed to give poli
tical weight to those who hold the
most property.”

Dr. Eric Ellwood
Delivers Lectures
To Forestry Dept.
Woodlands c o v e r n e a r l y
eighty-five percent of New Hamp
shire, and the forests earn over
100 million dollarsln revenue for
citizens of the state every year.
Dr. Eric L. Ellwood, chairman
of the department of wood science
and technology at North Carolina
State College, lectured here
Tuesday and Wednesday during
one of a series of UNH forestry
programs designed to acquaint
undergraduates, alumni and rep
resentatives of forest products
and related industries with the
latest work in this field.
Dr. Ellwood delivered three
lectures.
Five long-time University of
New Hampshire faculty members
are to have campus facilities
named in their honor.
Your New York Life

• A re Y ou Interested in W ritin g?
• W ould Y ou Like T o K now UNH Better?
• W ant T o Learn the Newspaper Business?
• Can Y ou A fford T w o Hours a W e e k ?

If the answer is YES then you belong on
the New Hampshire.
Mr. Leslie Lafond has been acting director of admissions
at UNH since July 1. He replaced Harry R. Carroll.
He had previously servedasassistantdirector of admissions.
Lafond received his bachelor of arts from Gorham State
Teachers College. He holds masters degrees from the Univer
sity of Maine and Boston University.
He now lives in Ogunquit, Maine, with his two sons and wife,
Nancy.

Its staff can never be large enough.
Newcomers are invited to attend staff
meetings each Friday at 12 noon in Room 120
of the Memorial Union.

*'Dumb Clerk” in Demeritt
"Helps” Faculty Research
By 8*0800 Beckler
up at registration. Computer lan
They have a “ dumb clerk” in guage is composed of digits in
Demeritt Hall, first floor, room stead of letters.

111 .

That’ s how the computer is
described by Mr. Wingersky,
manager of the Computation cen
ter.
“ You must tell it each step
and in what order to do things,”
explained Wingersky. There are
relatively few facts the computer
is able to retain and it does
not have to be re-told with each
new problem, such basic things as
addition, multiplication and divi
sion.
The Computation Center in De
meritt is under the direction ol
Dr. Shan S. Kuo who came to
UNH this year after directing a
similar center at Tufts.
Before presenting the com 
puter with a problem, it must be
programmed. This is done on
IBM cards such as those picked

The cards are put one at a time
into a type-writer like machine.
The appropriate numbers are
printed at the top of the card
and for each number a certain
hole is punched. The pile of cards
for a single program may be five
inches high. From the informa
tion given it, the computer solves
the problem. The computer itself
is ignorant. It only functions on
the information fed into it.
Grad students and faculty are
the only people permitted to use
the computer. This is because
the computer is too valuable to be
toyed with by unqualified people,
and also because it is busy “ help
ing” with faculty research or
work from the treasurer’ s or
registrar’ s offices.
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Beach Motif Popular With UKH Co-eds;
Win Scholarships Fish Nets, Shells Suggest Salt Air
Four Students

Four University of New Hamp
shire students have been named
recipients of Russell J, Eddy
Foundation scholarships for aca
demic excellence in chemistry
and microbiology.
Andrea A. Ceselski, and Jan
S. Tkacz were awarded $500
scholarships in microbiology.
Sandra L. R oscoe and Robert
L. Hill were awarded $500 scho
larships in chemistry.
Tkacz is a junior. The other
three are seniors.
The scholarships which are for
students who excel scholastically
and give promise of unusual ac
complishment in their field were
established in 1963 by Russell J.
Eddy, president of the Carl Sch
leicher and Schuell Co. in Keene.
The program was expanded this
fall to offer two awards in each
field of scientific study.

By Sue Colby
UNH CO - eds are becoming
masters of interior decoration,
and the sea motif is one of many
designs that are “ in* this year.
Although Durham is at least
15 miles from the ocean, the sea
has definitely left its mark in
many University room s.
One can almost taste the salt
in some of the room s, especially
in Lord Hall. Ellen Bannister
and Karen Anderson collected
c h o i c e items all summer to
brighten up their room. Friends,
relatives and little brothers con
tributed to the “ cause.”
A fish net, covered with about
50 sea shells and starfish fills
one wall of the room. Beneath
that is an authentic lobster trap
which houses a large lobster that
the girls put together themselves
(they saved shells from several

N B A / N o C tU R P e S lB R l
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lobster dinners;. A piece of drift
wood, measuring nearly five feet
in length, stands in one corner.
Two colorful fish mobiles hang
from the ceiling, and four wicker
fish are attached to the curtains.
Even the octupi and the whale
(stuffed animals) lend to the at
mosphere. There are also three
seascape paintings on the walls,
and the girls hope to get more.
Linda Parnell and Evelyn Har
vey, also in Lord, have about
14 feet of real fishnet from
Gloucester, Mass., stretched along one wall. By the end of the
year their whole room may be
covered with it as there is still
plenty under their beds!
Georgia Ross in McLaughlin
adds a little color to her sea
motif with a red fish net.
Alpha Xi Delta has a unique
room shared by Linda Snow, Gail
Alpert, Cheryl Swanson and Muffy
Docos. Except for one light blue
wall, the room is painted com 
pletely black. Their fish net is
suspended from the ceiling which
gives the effect of being under
water.
Many sororities give names
to the rooms in their houses and
inevitably there is one, in Phi
Mu, called the Lobster Trap.
Although this motif is preva
lent, UNH girls have come up
with many other ways of decorat
ing their “ four bare w alls.”
Keene and Maio pictures of the
sad, big-eyed waifs are seen on
many walls. A lso, Jessie Doe

sports several large Beatle pos
ters. Travel posters, modern
art and college banners cover the
bare spots.
In South Congreve Ruth Vickery
and Karin Maislinger have large
potted plants, and in one room
in Fairchild there is a real
rubber plant.
Stuffed animals are a phe
nomena in co-ed room s. Judy
Long, in Chi Omega, has a four
and a half foot bear which sits
on her bed. The third floor in
Cord houses a four - foot long
stuffed snake named “ P erry the
Python.”
Bamboo curtains hang in many
room s, and wicker chairs of all
shapes and sizes add comfort to
study.
Jan Brown and Liz Strasser
in Lord, had a time-consuming
decorating idea. They put paper
clips together and made jingly
curtains for the windows.

who?
who?
none but
you, you

In all the women’ s residence
halls, one original idea has not
been used - leave the walls com 
pletely bare.
Veteran hockey coach A. Barr
^ h o o p ) Snively will be mem or
ialized when the University’ s new
$538,000 ice arena now under
construction is dedicated later
this winter. Snively died last
spring in the 12th year of s e r 
vice on the UNH faculty. He had
previously been a coach at W il
liams College and Brown Uni
versity.

LACY’S STORE

Dover, N. H.

Post-Grad
slacks by

the diamond that dreams are made on
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Here’s a brilliant beginning for all your hopes and
joys. Artcarved’s newest engagement ring sparkles
with a million flickering lights. Why not know the
beauty of Nocturne Star forever?
See Nocturne Star and other Style Star rings at
yourArtcarved Jeweler. Priced from $90. Ask about
the Permanent Value Plan. For a free illustrated
folder, write to Artcarved, Dept. C, 216 East 45th
Street. New York. N.Y 10017.
♦

You're the epitome of wisdom
when you choose these longand-Iean pants.They trim you
up and taper you down. PostGrads are the sine qua non,
o f cam pus styles because
they’re absolutely authentic.
N eat belt loops. Narrow-lxitnot-too-narrow cuffs. Shaped
on-seam pockets. You can
look p erfe ct fo r a p itta n c e
since they cost but $ 6 .9 8
p a ir in 6 5 % D ac ro n * 3 5 %
Cotton. Buy 'em and woooo!
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See Nocturne Star only at these Authorized Artcarved Jewelers

a

Claremont — Fred Allen
Dover — A. E. Alie
Hanover — W ard Amidon
Nashua —
Burque Jewelers, Inc.
Laconia — Jack C. Sawyer
Portsmouth —
The Brown Jewelry Co.
Rochester — Conrad Alie
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$3.98

Dover, N. H.
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CORE Leader UNH Acquires$39,000
To Speak Here
Thirty-nine thousand dollars
could pay for 39 mink coats, or
James Farmer, national di provide a student with more than
rector of Congress of Racial E- 20 years of college tuition. It
quality, a Negro civil rights recently brought an electron
group, will be the first lecturer microscope to UNH.
in a new series, “ Current Is
The National Science Founda
sues” to be initiated by the Me tion gave the University a$39,000
morial Union.
grant for the new facility which
Farmer will lecture in New will enable researchers to study
Hampshire Hall November 5 at and photograph the structures of
1 p.m. He was one of the o ri cells, viruses and bacteria al
ginal founders of CORE, and was most invisible in an ordinary
jailed in Mississippi because of light m icroscope.
his efforts in civil rights work.
The new instrument, which is
The series is designed to pre housed in a cabinet about the size
sent a variety of sides to any
of an office desk, can magnify
current issues. Robert McKay, an object 80,000 times. If it would
dean of the law school at NYU, be possible to look at an ordinary
will discuss the legal aspects of pencil under the scope it would
the civil rights issue a week after appear to be 11 miles long.
Farm er’ s talk.
The instrument is so important
Ronald C. Barrett, director of in research work that George J.
the Memorial Union, said that Hageage, assistant professor of
also he plans to have a speaker microbiology joined the UNH
in December to discuss the poli faculty last year because he knew
tical campaign and the new ad the microscope was coming. He
ministration.
is a specialist in bacterial cyto
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Microscope

to carry out his work.
The m icroscope is located in
Spaulding Life Science Building
and includes such devises as a
microtome, which cuts tiny sec
tions of cells, and a built in
“ photo lab.”
The University is providing the
service facilities and room s; the
grant paid for the microscope and
its accessories.__________
Students will be able to visit
Liberia or Peru without ever
leaving their dormitories in the
near future.

Elaine Moriarity, chairman of
the committee, explained that
the group also will arrange for
foreign students to stay with
American families during vaca
tions.

People to People also organzies Student Ambassador flights,
which enable Americans to tour
other countries at low rates.
The People to People program
On December 12 the Concert logy - the structure of bacterial has existed on campus for two
Choir will make a video tape in cells - and needed the facility years.
Boston of Christmas music which
will be televised on W BZ-TV
December 20.

O 'N EILS RESTAURANT

NEED A HAIRCUT

EVERY W EDNESDAY

U N IV E R S IT Y
B A R B E R SH OP

ALL YOU CAN EAT - 85c

Co-ed Invades
Discovers 40-1 Odds
By Hope Meader
Female ROTC? Why not! This
is the belief of Judy Cogdill, a
junior in Chi Omega sorority.
While a counselor at Freshman
Camp, Judy had the opportunity
to meet one of the ROTC officers.
After hearing him talk in one
of her discussion groups at Camp,
and questioning him about the
possibility of a female taking
ROTC, Judy decided to look fur
ther into the matter when back
on campus.
She began by auditing the
course in September, and is the
only girl in a class of forty men.
She receives two credits for the
course. Military Science. Judy,
who does not take part in the
military drill, stated that the
usual jests from her Army ROTC
classmates are “ Can you carry a
rifle ?” or, “ What time do you
have d rill?”
A history major, Judy is con
fident that Military Science will

help her in her teaching career.
She is enjoying the course and
explained that it is a part of
campus a girl doesn’ t ordinarily
see. She noted especially the d is
cipline and respect shown in
class.
Judy Cogdill won’ t let 40 men
stand in her way.

Concert Choir
The UNH Concert Choir is per
forming this evening in Boston
at the Annual Convention of the
New England Milk Producers A s
sociation. The forty-five minute
program features NickTzimpoulous and Nick Labanaris singing
Greek folk songs accompanied by
the bouzoukee and guitar.
The entire Choir was treated
to dinner by the Milk Producers
at the Hotel Bradford, where the
convention is being held.

RED'S FAM OUS SHOE BARN
Cancellations
o f Famous Brand Shoes

of
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Your Pontiac and Buick
Sales Representative for

Frank F. W entw orth
& Sons, Inc., o f Dover
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FISH -STICK D IN N E R
Vegetable
Rolls and Butter
Real Mashed Potato or F. P.
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Largest Showing of Campus
Shoes in Area
35 Broadw ay St.

9 a.m. - 7 p.m. (M on. - Fri.
10:30 a.m. - 7 p.m. (Sat. - Sun.)

O pen 9 - 9

Dover, N. H.

(M on. - Sat.)

Bill Collins
TKE
868-5561

Franklin
FRI. - SAT.
OCT. 30-31
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
Edgar Allan Poe’s

Elect The Best Man

TH E R A V E N
(Color - Cinemascope)
Vincent Price
Peter Lorre
Boris KarloflF
6:30 - 8:30
SUN. - MON.

NOV. 1 - 2

The Unsinkable
Molly Brown
(Color - Cinemascope)
Debbie Reynolds
6:30 - 8:52
TUES.-WED.

NOV. 3-4

M O VE OVER,
D AR LIN G
(Color - Cinemascope)
Doris Day
James Gamer
6:30 - 8:35
THURS.
NOV. 5
A story of men and
women in politics

THE B EST M A N
Henry Fonda
Edie Adams
6:30 - 8:35
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Andrews Senate. . .
Explains
Late Granite

MUSO Showing Bruce
Nuremberg Film
“ Triumph of W ill,” the fam
ous propaganda film of the Nu
remberg rallies, will be featured
November 4 by the UNH Film
Society of MUSO.
Directed by Leni Riefenstahl,
it contains instructive glimpses
of Hitler, Hess, Himmler and
other Nazis.
The film stands as a unique
and impressive document of dic
tators and their methods. Since
1941 the U.S. Department of Jus
tice has controlled its release.
Property Law and special ar
rangement with Leni Riefenstahl
now makes possible limited d is
tribution to film study groups and
educational institutions.
The film will be shown at
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. with
“ Munro* a short about a diso
bedient four year old boy who
receives a letter that Uncle Sam
needs him. Admission for non
members is $1.

Now thru Tues.
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“ The responsibility for the
lateness of The GRANITE lies
entirely with me,” said Bruce
Andrews, editor of the 1964
GRANITE.

The yearbook was due in early
October but now is not expected
until the week of November 23.
“ The last submission was made
at the end of August,” Andrews
said, “ and because of this I ex
pected it to arrive in October.
I understand now it won’ t be
here until November.”
Andrews said that the hold up
of the book was due to the o r 
ganization section. The section
was due in July but the pictures
and w rite-u ps weren’ t in. An
drews had to find pictures and do
the write-ups himself. The se c
tion wasn’ t submitted until late
August.
Andrews added, “ I have seen
the proofs of the entire book. It
is somewhat unusual and very
near my goals for the book.
“ Thus I am happy and sin
cerely hope that the university
community will judge it on its
content and not on its tardiness.”

PRICE’ S

(Continued from page 1)
Col. Burnell V. Bryant (USARet.), a guest at the session,
spoke both as Alumni Executive
and as an Army officer to r e 
mind the Senate of the disap
pearance of the “ Hi Alumni” sign
used on the President’ s lawn; he
then told of the disappearance of
the state flag, a gift of the class
of 1933, from outside the Me
morial Room of the Memorial
Union Building. He is offering
$25 reward to evidence leading to
the arrest of the individual re
sponsible for this theft.
Hamilton Smith and Murkland
Halls were recommended for
study use daily until 12 midnight
in a bill sent to Dean Keesey for
consideration. This measure was
adopted as a result of inadequate
study facilities in the library.
The funds and Senate effort
usually given to the Campus
Chest drive will go to the Cen
tennial Development Campaign.
Authority to print the next
CAT’ S PAW was again given
to the Sophomore class upon its
request.
President Golden announced
that a Student Senate recommen
dation that no examinations be
given the day prior to, the day
of, and the day following the na
tional election, has been accepted
by the Faculty Senate.

Paras P izza House
513 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.

Expert Repairing:
RECORD PLAYERS
STEREO
HI-FI
Diamond Needles— half price
(Except Power Points)
Tel. 868-9810

Sun.

Thirteen Cases Reviewed
It was a long day in Durham
court last Friday. Thirteen cases
were brought up before Judge
Bradford Mclntire. Court was in
session nearly 2 hours.
The following were brought
up before the court: William Kozakis, 18, of Bedford was charged
with illegal possession. The case
was appealed on a plea of not
guilty. He was released on $50
bail.
Robert Whitney, 21, of East
Hall was fined $15 (or a yellow
line violation. The case of Mat
thew Mortin, 17, of Rye Beach
was defaulted. He was charged
with the same violation.
Brooke Hapgood, 24, a senior
from Forest Park in Durham was
charged with failing to keep to
the right, an accident resulting.
He was fined $15.
Grace Twombly of Portsmouth
pleaded not guilty to a charge of
failing to keep right, an accident
resulting. She was fined$5. Then
the case was appealed, and she
was released on $10 bail.
Yvon Simoneau, 22, of Que
bec, was charged with a stop sign
violation and for speeding. The
case was defaulted.
Vivian Givens of Bedford was

fined $10 for a stop sign viola
tion.
Alonzo Whitehouse of Newburyport. Mass., was c h a r g e d
for two stop sign violations. He
was fined $10 for the first; the
second was suspended.
Lewis Brown of Lee pleaded
guilty to the charge of driving an
unregistered automobile. He was
fined $10.
Robert Albee, 18, of New
market, was charged for speed
ing. The case was continued from
the previous week and was de
faulted.
James Wormell, 18, of Dur
ham was charged with making un
necessary noise due to an im
proper exhaust. He pleaded guilty
and was fined $10.
Paul Baillargeon, 18, of New
market, was fined $25 for throw
ing trash on the highway.
Philip Gallant of Dover pleaded
not guilty to a charge for not
producing proper identification
at the scene of an accident he
was involved in. The court found
him not guilty.
There are 62 students enrolled
in the Hotel Admistration p ro
grams.

ARCHIE’S TAVERN
C R IS P Y P I Z Z A
Open Mon. - Sat. (9 a.m. - 12 p.m,)

Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 12 p.m,
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.

Special Sale:

36 Main St.

Open —

Durham Court

12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829

Newmarket, N. H.

We specialize in Pizza o f all types
also specials every day — Full Dinners fo r 99c

d 'prices 'ym eaifi
afford like these:
* * *

1964 Chevrolet Biscayne
Brand /New 6 Cyl. Stdl
Trans. 6 Passenger Sub
stantial Discount or Extra
Good Trade
1961 Chevrolet Nomad 6 Passenger 8 Cyl. Full Power
Immaculate
$1688
1961 iChevrolet Parkwood 6
Passenger 8 Cyl. Full
Power
$1638
1961 Falcon 6 Passenger 6
Std. 4 Dr.
$988

FOR ENOUGH BLOOD TO RESTORE
COUNT DRACULA’S VIRILITY

1959 Chevrolet 6 Passenger
6 Std.
$738
1958 Chevrolet 6 Passenger 6
Std.

WHY THE CIGARS ? ? ?
WHAT HAPPENED WED. AT THE M.U.B.???

G R E A T B A Y M OTOR
CO., Inc.
Tel. 659-3215

Newmarket, N. H.
YOUR LOCAL AUTH
ORIZED CHEVROLET
DEALER

Iker^t a tot of varietp
and value at out

SEE ‘“ THE MOMENT OF TRUTH”

VOTE FOR COUNT DRACULA — MAYOR OF DURHAM
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Fraternity
IM Crown
Undecided

Facts Favor
U N H Foes
University of New Hampshire
football facts and figures for the
first five games of this season
show UNH opponents holding a
wide margin over the Wildcats
in every offensive category.
In the first five losses of the
season, the opposition has amassed a total offensive yardage
of 2118 which broken down shows
1355 yards rushing and 763
through the passing department.
On the other hand UNH has a total
of 610 yards - 179 rushing and
431 via passing.
This represents a difference of
over 1500 yards more rolled up
by Maine, URI, Vermont, Dart
mouth and Northeastern than by
Chief Boston’ s Wildcats.
In other departments opponents
held a 111-41 edge in first downs;
opponents have a 50 percent pas
sing accuracy while UNH is 36
percent.
Pete Ballo and Paul Lovallo,
the Cat quarterbacks, have had
ten passes intercepted while the
opposing signal callers have had
nine intercepted.

Three teams, Acacia, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, and Phi Mu Delta,
went into W e d n e s d a y night’ s
Class A intra mural football pro
gram tied for first place with
2-1 records.
In last week’ s action Acacia
tipped SAE 14-12 and Lambda
Chi checked Sigma Beta 6-0 in
Monday action. Thursday Sigma
Alpha Epsilon edged Lambda Chi
on two scoring passes from Cliff
Chadwick to Bob Olson, but it
took a safety to earn the SAE’ s
a share of first place.
Sigma Beta, with their first win
of the year, upset Phi Mu Delta
and threw the five club race into
a three way deadlock for first.
In Class B contests, TKE won
on a forfeit over Phi Kappa Theta,
Alpha Tau Omega clouted Pi
Kappa Alpha 19-8 and Kappa
Sigma continued winning with a
tight 6-0 decision over AGR.
In th e dormitory division,
Englehardt nipped Hunter 18-16
in one of the tightest contests of
the week; in other Class C af
fairs Sawyer shut out East-West
15-0, Commuters won 10-6 over
Alexander, and Hetzel toppled
Gibbs 12-6.
In games next week, Monday Englehardt vs. Alexander, Gibbs
vs. Sawyer, Hetzel vs. Hunter,
East-West vs. Commiiters.
Tuesday - Hunter vs. Gibbs,
Sawyer vs. Englehardt, Alexan
der vs. East-West, Hetzel vs.
Commuters.

U fl'. jiaJhk : .-ifT ‘‘yar. '•
MASSACHUSETTS natives who played in tbeir home territory Saturday against Northeastern
are shown left to right, in front Doug Murphy, Jim Carsley, Jack Joyce, and captain Ken Olson.
In back are backfield men Dave O’ Connor and Pete McGuirk. The UNH Wildcats tackle the
University of Connecticut this Saturday at Cowell Stadium.

Huskies And More Huskies For Cats
The University of New Hamp
shire lost their eleventh game in
succession Saturday as t h e y
bowed to Northeastern 25-20 be
fore a homecoming crowd of
7,286 at Boston. Halfback Jim
Thornton and highly touted full
back Bob Cappadonna led the
way in the first half as the Huskies
mounted an 18-6 lead which the
Cats couldn’ t overcom e.
UNH will meet another brand
of Husky this weekend when they
host the UConn eleven in a Dad’ s
Day game at 1:30 p.m.
Connecticut has been rushing
strong of late after they lost
their first three games of the
season. The losses came at the
hands of Ivy League powerhouse

Wednesday - Sawyer vs. Het
zel, Alexander vs. Gibbs, EastWest vs. Englehardt, Hunter vs.
Commuters.
Thursday - all make up and play
off games.
Yale 21-6, to Rutgers 9-3 and

to UMass 30-0. Two weeks ago
they posted victory number one
with a 14-13 decision over Maine;
and last weekend they pulverized
Temple 25-7.
Last weekend’ s win showed
UConn’ s strength as they knocked
off a team which was rated num
ber one for the Lambert Cup and
had previously been unbeaten Temple’ s Owls.
Leading the UConners will be
slightly built quarterback Lou
Aceto who tips the scale at 160
pounds. In fact the whole UC
backfield averages only 169 and
the line a mere 189.

However, Aceto is aslickcq3eraior who has connected on 45
of 73 passes for a .616 percen
tage. His prime targets are Nick
Rossetti and Joe Hasset.
At Northeastern, UNH showed
their most effective offense of
the season and in the minds of
many should have beaten the
Huskies. The quarterbacking of
Pete Ballo and Paul Lovallo led to
two of the UNH scores as Ballo
hit Jack Joyce on a 44 yarder
and Lovallo caught Ken Olson with
a nine yard scoring strike; how
ever It was some shaking aerials

ON E A T O N ’S CO RRASABLE BOND
Don’t plague yourself with a page of typing sorrows.
Flick away your errors easily on Corrasable. An ordi
nary pencil eraser does the trick. You need Corrasable’s
special surface to produce unsmudged, unscarred, per
fect looking papers every time, the first time. Eaton’s
Corrasable is available in light,
m edium , heavy w eigh ts and
Onion Skin. In handy 100sheet packets and 500-sheet
ream boxes. O nly Eaton
makes Corrasable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION ; E

\

\

ERASE W IT H O U T A TRACE

3 PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Dr.
Horace L. Howes, r e 
tired UNH professor of physics
who now lives in Westboro, Mass,
will be honored with the naming of
a 230 seat ampitheater as Howes
Auditorium.

Does
this !
spot
_
feel sticky?
\

We all
make
mistakes.

which halted three other drives.
Tim Churchard scored the
other UNH touchdown on a one
yard plunge after Dave O’ Connor
intercepted a NU pass on his
own 46.
Northeastern got their early
lead on the strength of a total
309 yards rushing. UNH starred
in the passing department com 
pleting 9-17 good for 116 yards.
Northeastern
6 12 7 0 25
New Hampshire 0 6 0 14 20

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT

Dries as it applies ... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives
you fast . . . comfortable . . dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.
S

M U l_ T O

M
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Frosh Win Fifth M eet, Varsity Bid For YC Harrier Title

Don Beattie
While Connecticut and UNH meet in a game that means
close to nothing at Cowell Stadium Saturday, Burlington, Ver
mont will be the sight o f a David and Coiiath type scene.
Massachusetts “ Goliath” Redmen will be out to capture the
Yankee Conference title fo r the second straight season while
“ David” Vermont extends its bid for the coveted title. Both have
posted 3-0 marks in conference play this year so this game is a
do or dier.
In their three games, the Catamounts have taken New
Hampshire 40-0, Maine 14-7, and Rhode Island 16-8. Mean
while Mass has poisted a 6-0 win over Maine, 30-0 over UConn,
and 7-0 over Rhode Island. So Vermont will be trying to do
what eight straight YC opponents have failed — score a td.
In other Conference news. Bill Bryant o f RI and Jerry
Welchel o f UMass share fourth week laurels in the various
offensive departments. Bryant has 313 yards in 72 carries, 94
more than his nearest competitor, Frank Harney o f Maine.
Welchel has 200 passing yards on a passing percentage o f
.633. Although Dick DeVamey o f Maine has a lower percentage,
he hais racked up 722 yards through the air fo r the Bears.
*
*
*
4c
The freshmen dropped their third game o f the season 21-6
last Friday to Northeastemi. Again quarterback Bill Estey and
Milloe Poirier connected fo r the NH frosh tally.

T H IS IS
THE
CAM PUS
L IF E

T h e UNH freshman c r o s s
country team extended its un
beaten streak to five meets last
Saturday as they bested Boston
University 17-36 in Boston. Mark
Springate paced the frosh to the
win with what course officials
estimated as a record time.
Springate crossed the finish
line with a 12:55 clocking and
school coaches could not find a
better time in the BU Franklin
Park records.
The varsity meanwhile took
their triangular meet from Bates
and BU and prepare this week for
the Yankee Conference meet to be
held at Burlington, Vermont.
Jeff Reneau took first spot in
the varsity meet with a time of
18:25. Two other Wildcats fin
ished in the top five - Don Dean
who took third place and Hal Fink
who captured fifth spot. Hal
Weldman (8), Bob Walther (9),
and Jack Chase (10) rounded out
the UNH’ ers who placed in the
point positions.
Junior Paul Lovallo shared quarterbacking duties with Pete
In the freshman meet Bob
Ballo last weekend at Northeastern and threw a TD pass to
Estabrook finished second, Mer
Ken Olson. Overall he completed six of nine passes and should
rill third and Bell fifth. Bell’ s
rate many minutes of playing time in the Cats last four games.
finish was even more pleasing to
coach Paul Sweet because the
frosh runner was racing on a
weak ankle.
The frosh will be out after
Saturday will be Dad’ s Day in Epsilon to the senior athlete who
number six in a row when they Durham and ceremonies will take best represents his school ath
meet St. Anselm’ s at home this place between halves oftheUNH- letically, religiously and in his
weekend.
UConn game. Included in the list work around UNH. The award will
of awards are intramural tro be given to Dave Federowicz
phies for the 1963-64 sports of Phi Kappa Theta. Last year
season.
the award went to Ken Wade.
The All-Point trophy which
was won last year by Fairchild,
now a girls dorm, will head the
A penalty kick by sophomore list of awards. Lambda Chi will
Jama Samster with just 15 se  be presented the IM football aconds left in an overtime period ward which will be accepted by
gave the University of New Hamp house president Frank Conrad.
UNH will probably play without
shire a 1-0 soccer win over P ly
Jim Ball of Sigma Alpha Ep the services of three of its
mouth State College last Satur silon and Mike Gobbi represent players this Saturday in the
day.
ing Hetzel will share the award UConn game. Bill Neville is de
The win was the first for UNH for track. Other awards and their finitely out for the season while
this season since the sport re recipients include: basketball- fullback Dave Federowicz and Ed
turned to campus. The Wildcat Lambda Chi; Bowling - Acacia, Gavoni have injuries which will
soccer men, coached by Walt Volleyball-Sigma Beta; softball- keep them out of action “ indef
Weiland, lost their season opener Acacia; Tennis-Phi Mu Delta; initely.” The Cats have had re l
to Vermont 6-1.
and Skiing-Sigma Beta.
atively few injuries to date this
Another special award given season. Coach Chief Boston will
A band practice room in the
Paul Creative Arts Center is to each year is the Jerry Culver be plugging holes for the first
be named Swain Auditorium in Trophy donated by Sigma Alpha time.
memory of Lewis C. Swain.

Dad’s Day Awards Planned

Soccer Team
Gains 1 - 0 Win

Three Cats
Lick Wounds

DANTE’S

R O B E R T P . A L IE

Italian Sandwich
Shop
M ONDAY — F R ro A Y
1 pjn.
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 p,m,
SA TU R D A Y & SU N D A Y
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m. —

DELIVERY of SANDW ICH
ORDER of F IV E or MORE
10 Jenkins Ct., Durhant, N.H.
UN 8-2712

Doctor of Optometry
Honrs 9 -5 :30 and by Apgwintment.

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of All Types
476 Central Are.
Dover
Telephone SH 2-S719

G R AN TS
T A K E A B R E A K FRO M S T U D Y IN G

Casoal elegance that is eompletdy at homent ffae <^oe^ on
the campus — or anywhere you meet modem men on the mova
Every handsewn stitdi demonstrates the s ^ , knowledge
and pride of the Dexter craftsman. . . assuring glove-like fit
and H^tweii^t flexibility. Supple leathers ^^)edally tanned
for handsewing are rejQ>onsible for the soft, oomfortsbte £esL
Ihyour favorite xid), cteep colors. Only. . .

COME TO

GRANTS

AND HAVE

A D ELIC IO U S P IZ Z A

$12.95

E A T O N E H E R E OR T A K E SOME H O M E
P R ICED FROM .90 -1 .5 0

Dover — Portsmouth — Rochester

BRAD

MCINTIRE

DURHAM,NEW HAMPSHIRE

Bruce Grant, Manager

UNH 1949
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Vot i ng. . .
(Continued from page 1)
self, robed in a white toga with
olive wreath, spoke of a return
of “ greekness" upon his victory
in the election.
“ Kach-us Klay,” dressed in a
Brooks Brothers suit and gilded
crown, voiced claims of “ Besides
being humble, I’ m the greatest.”
Straight from Arabia, C.O.D.,
came “ Peter the T ool,” resplen
dent in flowing mantle and with
his “ Tool Box.” “ Peter” spoke
mostly of his journey to Durham,
and the mysterious contents of
his “ tool box.”
“ Major Bedrock” urged a r e 
turn to the past where motives
are uncomplicated and results
are pure.
The evening ended with the
specter of “ Count Dracula,” aris
ing from a coffin (his permanent
housing, no doubt). As he spoke,
“ Count Dracula” waved his black
cape, pointed an accusing finger
at the crowd, and promised eter
nal night as a reward for his
victory.
Campaigning will continue on
all fronts this week, culminating
in a parade on Friday at 6:30
p.m. and a two hour windup at
New Hampshire Hall. Admission
to the performance will be 50
cents. The ticket stubs serve as
ballots. Proceeds from this show
will be divided among the sorori
ties and fraternities to defray
the week’ s expenses.
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wrfrtuik

Asher Moore, Professor of Phil
osophy and Arthur Harvey, New
Hampshire pacifist and editor of
(Continued from page 1)
th e GREENLEAF. Professor
4) to take advantage of the mo Moore questioned Dr. Frank’ s
confessed optimism that a world
dern sciences and technology
without war could be won.
The panel that questioned Dr.
“ I think we’ ve already lost,”
Frank after his speech included: Moore said.
PREMIERE

L A RONDE
Thursday, Oct. 29
8 :3 0
Europe’s Most
Popular Sex Farce
*
*
*

Friday, Oct. 30 at 8:30

THE ZO O STORY
and
THE AM ERICAN
DREAM

FARNHAM’S
MAKES JACK ET HISTORY
Largest Selection in the Seacoast A rea
S N O M O U N T A I N Is b o ld ly
quilted in the new longer length ski
Jacket. Of DuPont 100% nylon, fabric
Travis, it’s warmly
interlined with 100%
J ta w w a il®
D acro n * p o lye ste r
fibre fill. Removable belt, two zippered
Dockets, wristlets and hidden hood.

$ 2 5 .9 5

‘DuPontR«8>To.

Siaturday, O ct 31 at
6:30 and 9:15

TW ELFTH

NIGHT

♦
*
Sunday, Nov. 1 at 8:30

FANTASTICKS
(Final Performances)

Wednesday
Rockingham Hotel
Luncheon Matinee
FANTASTICKS 2 :3 0
$3.50
Call 436-4300
Theatre reservations 431-6660

PETER THE TOOLE
The Only Store in the City with an
expert tailor on the premises to take
care of all your alterations.
WITHOUT WAITING

OPEN
ONE OF FARN HAM ’ S

3 Charge Account Plans
1l 30-DAY CHARGE ACCOUNT
2. 90-DAY CHARGE ACCOUNT^
3. CdNTiNUOUS CHARGE ACCOUNT

NEVER A
CARRYING
CHARGE

IS T H i M AN T O M ILE
432 Central Ave., Dover, N .K .
Use the Parking Lot directly in
the rear of the store on First Street.

